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1. ALTERNATIVE PROVISIONS 

Pharmacy 

We have been and continue to promote key messages surrounding pharmacies through a 

number of platforms. On social media, we are posting key messages including reminding 

patients of the role of pharmacies, how they operate as mini walk-in centres etc and linking 

to stories and articles that have been uploaded to the CCG website. 

A press release has also been written (see below: Pharmacists can help this winter) 

which will be sent out to local media on December 13, uploaded to the CCG website and 

promoted through social media. 

Alternative Provisions 

We have developed and continue to deliver an extensive communications plan around 

alternative provisions, including Choose Well, NHS 111 and CAS, Out of Hours, same day 

Urgent Care and only attending A&E if urgent. 

These have been included in a special edition of our Your Health magazine which was 

published in the summer, with 1,000 copies distributed around the city and surrounding 

areas. The articles for these respective categories have previously been uploaded to the 

CCG website and are regularly linked to in social media posts which are continuing 

throughout the winter period. 

As well as this, we are having 5,000 Z-Cards and 2,000 scratch cards printed to be handed 

out to patients.  These outline the alternative provisions available in Lincoln and surrounding 

areas and how to decide which is the best treatment pathway for your condition. 

Finally, we are planning to print 30,000 double-sided A5 leaflets full of our key messages 

around alternative provisions and self-care which is planned to be distributed to every 

household in Lincoln and surrounding areas. 

Self-Care 

During Self-care week, dozens of social media posts were sent from the CCG platforms 

containing messages including keeping active and healthy, flu jab key messages and the 

importance of having well stocked first aid kits and medicine cabinets among other self-care 

themes. These also included links to a series of previous press releases which had been 

uploaded to the CCG website with more self-care information. A press release (see below: 

Self care) was also sent to the local media, while the Lincolnshire Echo also published a full 

page article about self-care and some success stories in Lincoln. (see below: Self-care) 

Attachment F5 
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2. PUBLIC CONSULTATION 

We continue to provide internal communications and website updates for a series of public 

consultations including the Lincoln Walk-in Centre, Cliff House Practice and Brant 

Road/Springcliffe. This internal communications includes important updates, information on 

engagement events etc. 

Where the public need to receive information regarding engagement events, we have in the 

past issued press releases to the local media. 

3. NATIONAL CAMPAIGNS WITH LOCAL VIEW 

Self-Care 

During Self-care week, dozens of social media posts were sent from the CCG platforms 

containing messages including keeping active and healthy, flu jab key messages and the 

importance of having well stocked first aid kits and medicine cabinets among other self-care 

themes. These also included links to a series of previous press releases which had been 

uploaded to the CCG website with more self-care information. A press release (see below: 

Self care) was also sent to the local media, while the Lincolnshire Echo also published a full 

page article about self-care and some success stories in Lincoln. (see below: Self-care) 

Wellbeing 

In terms of general wellbeing messages such as using antibiotics wisely and awareness 

campaigns around eating disorders and other conditions, we have used social media to 

share information pages and any sources of support available to anyone who may be 

suffering from these conditions. 

Older Adults 

This section has mainly focussed around the flu jab (file name vulnerable groups urged to 

get flu jab) and making sure the older generation keep warm this winter (file name Keep 

warm this winter). 

These press releases are scheduled to be released to the local media over the winter period 

and will also be uploaded to the CCG website and used on social media. 

4. WINTER PLANNING 

Our annual winter plan is supporting the national messaging being promoted by NHS 

England.  Throughout the year CCGs and health and social care providers face significant 

challenges and demands, but winter brings an increased level of pressure to the health and 

care community.  
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Seasonal variations in illness have historically resulted in increased emergency admissions 

and length of stay in hospital during winter months with pressures peaking between 

December and March. 

NHS LWCCG has played a leading role in winter communications and media coverage and 

the flu jab has extensively been used through radio, TV etc. 

As we move into winter, we want to continue and intensify this communication roll-out even 

more. 

A winter eight-page Your Health magazine – with all the above features included is being 

printed and distributed over the next fortnight, while all the articles are also being uploaded 

to the CCG website and being used across our social media channels to reach as many 

people as possible. 

We are aiming for more people to use their pharmacies and over the counter for self-care 

problems, rather than their GP or A&E and believe our communications strategy is vital in 

achieving this.  

(see attached: Keep warm this winter, Order your prescriptions early, Pharmacists can 

help this winter, Self care and Vulnerable groups urged to get flu jab) 

5. ROUTINE 

What’s Hot 

We continue to produce a weekly What’s Hot publication for internal use. This comprises a 

notice board of key updates for CCG staff and a more in-depth focus on a specific team 

within the CCG. This is designed to keep all CCG staff up to date with key messages to 

ensure they use consistent messaging when speaking with the public. 

Monthly Lincolnshire Echo Column 

We have secured a monthly column in the Lincolnshire Echo. In this, we can write about 

anything we like and to date it has been used to talk about subjects including the alternative 

provisions available in the area, winter pressures and how everyone can help ease them, 

Out of Hours provision and the important role of receptionists and how they can help 

signpost patients to the most appropriate treatment. 

The Lincolnshire Echo is read by approximately 55,000 people every week. 

Siren FM slot 

We also have a monthly slot on Siren FM to talk about whatever health topics we want. So 

far, we have used this slot to talk about flu, winter pressures and alternative provisions.  
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We have further slots in mid-December, mid-January and mid-February. 

Your Health 

Our 8-page Your Health magazines continue to be a popular method of communication with 

our patient population. We produced one in the summer containing a series of articles on 

alternative provisions and how they will all work to take any burden following the closure of 

the Walk-in Centre and how they can in fact be used more appropriately than current usage. 

We are also in the process of producing and distributing a winter edition which will cover all 

our winter messages and be delivered across the city. 

BBC Radio Lincolnshire 

We also have a good working relationship with BBC Radio Lincolnshire which regularly sees 

a member of the CCG staff go on the breakfast show to discuss health topics. Recently, 

these have included DNAs and the impact they can have on the system, self-care messages 

and flu and winter messages. 

Comms Examples: 

Patients urged to keep warm this winter 

Lincolnshire residents have been encouraged to keep warm and look out for elderly 

neighbours this winter in a bid to tackle recurring seasonal health issues. 

Bosses at NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical Commissioning Group say keeping homes well 

heated and making sure elderly relatives and neighbours are well looked after can go a long 

way to preventing common winter illnesses. 

Colds, flu and even pneumonia are illnesses regularly reported by patients in the region over 

the winter months but Terry Vine, deputy chief nurse at the CCG said there are little things 

people can do to reduce the risk of getting ill. 

He said: “When the temperature drops to below eight degrees centigrade, some people can 

be at increased risk of heart attacks, strokes, flu, pneumonia and hypothermia. 

“Cold weather can also affect people with mental health conditions such as depression and 

dementia so it is important people keep themselves warm and look out for others who may 

be at risk. 

“Very cold weather can be a problem for everyone, but you are most vulnerable if you are 65 

or older, on a low income so can’t afford heating, have a long term health condition or are 

pregnant or disabled. 
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“Being prepared for the cold weather that winter brings with it is very important for your 

health. Stay aware of weather forecasts and heat your home to at least 18 degrees 

centigrade, keeping windows shut. 

“Keep curtains closed at dusk and keep doors shut to block out draughts as well as getting 

your heating system regularly checked out by an engineer. 

“If you are eligible for a free flu jab, get it done. It is the best protection there is against this 

unpredictable virus that can cause very unpleasant illness in children and severe illness or 

even death among those in the more vulnerable at risk groups. 

“Also, make sure you wear enough clothes to keep yourself warm. 

“If you have an elderly neighbour or relative, check on them and make sure they are 

prepared and that their medicine cabinet and food cupboards are well stocked. 

“Looking after yourself and others and keeping warm this winter will help reduce your risk of 

falling ill.” 

Some people may be eligible for financial and practical help with heating their homes. Grants 

available include the Winter Fuel Payment and the Cold Weather Payment. 

NOTES FOR EDITORS 

 NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical Commissioning Group is one of four across 

Lincolnshire and more than 200 countrywide, which work to buy healthcare for its 

respective group of residents. Lincolnshire West includes 240,000 people living in 

Lincoln, Gainsborough and surrounding villages. 

It is made up of 33 GP surgeries who all work to provide or buy high quality 

healthcare services – helping to reduce health inequalities for our residents. 

Get your prescriptions early to avoid the Christmas rush 

Patients across Lincolnshire are being urged to be prepared with their medication over the 

festive period. 

With Christmas approaching ever more quickly, health bosses are reminding patients to 

ensure they have enough medication to get them through the festive period. 

Many GP practices will have limited opening hours between Christmas and New Year so 

patients with long term conditions have been encouraged to make sure they order and 

collect their repeat prescriptions as soon as possible. 
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Wendy Martin, executive lead nurse, midwife and quality at NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical 

Commissioning Group said there were now new ways to be able to order repeat 

prescriptions. 

She said: “We know that lots of people with long term conditions and illnesses rely on 

prescribed medication to help them manage their condition and keep it under control. 

“The Christmas and New Year period can be a difficult one for them if they do not have 

enough medication at home when GP practices and some pharmacies are closed, so it is 

important they order their repeat prescriptions early. 

“We would urge patients to double check how much medicine they have got in their 

cupboards and how much they will need to get them through the festive period and if they 

need more to order their repeat prescription in plenty of time. 

“To make ordering repeat prescriptions easier, patients can now do this online by signing up 

to GP Online Services which is a national initiative where patients can also make GP 

appointments online.” 

To find out more about GP Online Services, visit 

http://www.nhs.uk/nhsengland/aboutnhsservices/doctors/pages/gp-online-services.aspx 

For more information on what you can do to stay well visit www.nhs.uk/staywell   

 

NOTES FOR EDITORS 

 NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical Commissioning Group is one of four across 

Lincolnshire and more than 200 countrywide, which work to buy healthcare for its 

respective group of residents. Lincolnshire West includes 240,000 people living in 

Lincoln, Gainsborough and surrounding villages. 

It is made up of 33 GP surgeries who all work to provide or buy high quality 

healthcare services – helping to reduce health inequalities for our residents. 
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Patients reminded on role of pharmacists as winter approaches 

Patients across Lincolnshire are being reminded of the important role pharmacists play in 

health care across the county ahead of likely increased demand on services this winter. 

Each year, health services such as GP practices and accident and emergency departments 

often seem a rise in demand over the winter months as seasonal illnesses take hold. 

Today, Dr Sunil Hindocha, chief clinical officer at NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical 

Commissioning Group and a GP at Portland Medical Practice, urged patients to consider 

whether their local pharmacist could help with their conditions when seeking medical help. 

He said: “Pharmacists play a very important role in helping to provide quality health care to 

patients. 

“They are experts in medicines and can use their clinical expertise as well as their practical 

knowledge to advise you on the more common problems including coughs, colds and aches 

and pains. 

“Pharmacists can help you with over the counter medicines for minor ailments and they are 

also able to help you with lifestyle choices such as healthy eating and quitting smoking. 

“As well as dispensing your medication, many pharmacies have a consultation room where 

you can have blood pressure checks and get advice on your medicines among advice on 

other minor ailments. 

“Pharmacists can also help you decide whether you need to see another health professional 

such as a GP or even whether you need to go to A&E. 

With many pharmacies open later and at weekends, they are an important cog in the wheel 

of health care provision, servicing the needs of a lot of patients 

To find your nearest pharmacy, visit http://www.lincolnshirewestccg.nhs.uk/your-health-local-

services/  

NOTES FOR EDITORS 

 NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical Commissioning Group is one of four across 

Lincolnshire and more than 200 countrywide, which work to buy healthcare for its 

respective group of residents. Lincolnshire West includes 240,000 people living in 

Lincoln, Gainsborough and surrounding villages. 

It is made up of 33 GP surgeries who all work to provide or buy high quality 

healthcare services – helping to reduce health inequalities for our residents. 
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Self Care can help keep you healthy this winter 

Health bosses in Lincolnshire have backed a national campaign and urged patients to learn 

more about self care to keep them healthy this winter. 

Self Care Week runs from November 13 to 19 and aims to educate people in the benefits of 

doing everything they can themselves to look after their health and wellbeing. 

Empowering individuals to self care has many benefits for their short term and long term 

health and this is important since people are living longer. 

Helping people to look after their own health, and their family’s health also helps to manage 

demand on health services. 

Wendy Martin, executive lead nurse, midwife and quality at NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical 

Commissioning Group, said people learning how to best care for themselves would help 

them stay fit and healthy more often. 

She said: “Self care is all about knowing how to live healthier lives by changing habits and 

lifestyle choices. 

“It is also about knowing what minor ailments such as hay fever or cuts and grazes you can 

treat yourself with a well stocked medicine cabinet or first aid kit and how pharmacists can 

help with over the counter medicines. 

“There is also a wealth of information available on the NHS Choices website to help you look 

after yourself when suffering from more minor conditions. 

“Self care can help relieve a lot of the pressures faced by health services such as GP 

surgeries and Accident and Emergency departments so it is an important thing for people to 

be aware of. 

“As winter approaches, by being clear on good self care practices and alternative places to 

get health advice and minor treatment, people can make sure they stay healthy over the 

colder months.” 

For more help and advice on self care and the Self Care Week, visit 

http://www.selfcareforum.org/  

NOTES FOR EDITORS 

 NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical Commissioning Group is one of four across 

Lincolnshire and more than 200 countrywide, which work to buy healthcare for its 

respective group of residents. Lincolnshire West includes 240,000 people living in 

Lincoln, Gainsborough and surrounding villages. 
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It is made up of 33 GP surgeries who all work to provide or buy high quality 

healthcare services – helping to reduce health inequalities for our residents. 

At risk groups urged to get flu vaccination for winter protection 

Health bosses have urged patients who fall within at risk groups to have a flu vaccination 

ahead of winter to protect themselves from the illness. 

Pregnant women, patients with long term conditions such as heart disease, diabetes and 

respiratory problems and those aged 65 and above are all at risk of developing flu-related 

complications if they do not get their free vaccination. 

Children aged two and three are also eligible for free protection with a nasal spray version. 

Today, Dr Sunil Hindocha, chief clinical officer at NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical 

Commissioning Group, urged anyone who thinks they might be eligible for the flu jab to find 

out and have it as soon as possible. 

He said: “The free flu vaccination is an important element of protecting vulnerable patients 

over the winter and it is important those who are eligible for the jab get it. 

“Flu vaccination is the best protection that we have against what is an unpredicatable virus 

that can cause very unpleasant illness in children and severe illness and even death among 

those in the at risk groups. 

“Studies have shown that although the vaccination doesn’t provide a 100 per cent guarantee 

you will be flu-free, if you do get it after a jab then it will be milder and shorter-lived than if 

you were not vaccinated. 

“If patients in risk groups don’t have the flu vaccination, they are more likely to develop 

potentially serious complications of flu, such as pneumonia so it really is important to have 

the vaccination if you are eligible.” 

The injected flu vaccine is offered free on the NHS every year to adults over the age of 18 at 

risk of flu, including everyone aged 65 and over, pregnant women and children aged six 

months to two years who are at risk of flu. 

The flu vaccine is also routinely given on the NHS as an annual nasal spray to children aged 

two and three plus children in reception class and school years one, two, three and four as 

well as children up to the age of 17 who are at a particular risk of flu. 

You can find out if you are eligible for a free flu jab by speaking with your GP or pharmacist 

and the vaccination is available at your GP surgery, a local pharmacy if it is offering the 

service or your midwifery service if they offer it to pregnant women. 
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NOTES FOR EDITORS 

 NHS Lincolnshire West Clinical Commissioning Group is one of four across 

Lincolnshire and more than 200 countrywide, which work to buy healthcare for its 

respective group of residents. Lincolnshire West includes 240,000 people living in 

Lincoln, Gainsborough and surrounding villages. 

 It is made up of 33 GP surgeries who all work to provide or buy high quality 

healthcare services – helping to reduce health inequalities for our residents. 

Self-Care 
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